
COLLECTIONS



Alberto Meda

Frame 

Collection

The frame collection is characterised by PVC
covered polyester mesh available in many colour

variants, with a structure in extruded aluminium
and stove enamelled die casting components.
Comprised of an array of products, each

designed differently to combine comfort and
function, frame is a successful collection which

has become over the years an icon for other
collections.



FRAME CHAIRS



AMETSA WITH ARZAK INSTRUCTION | London, UKHIGHFRAME 40



ANDELS HOTEL | Lods, AustriaBIGFRAME 44



SCOTT SPORTS | Friburgo, Switzerland



FRAME 52



FRAME STOOL



FRAME OFFICE CHAIRS



LUGANO’S UNIVERSITY | SwitzerlandROLLINGFRAME 44

ROLLINGFRAME + TILT 47



COESIA | Bologna, Italy



ROLLINGFRAME TILT 52



SCOTT SPORTS | Friburgo, SwitzerlandMEETINGFRAME 44

MEETINGFRAME + TILT 47



MEETINGFRAME TILT 52

MEETINGFRAME LOUNGE TILT 52



Patrick Norguet

Kobi 

Collection

Passion for technology, functionality and
lightness are the values shared by the 

designer Patrick Norguet and Alias. Kobi has 
taken shape as a result of this affinity. Norguet 
has developed a new type of chair, inspired by 

the tradition of iron wire chairs, coming up with 
an elegant and light-weight structure: highly 

contemporary suspended architecture.



KOBI CHAIR KOBI SLEDGE | KOBI STOOL

KOBI SOFTKOBI PAD



NOUN | Amsterdam, Holland



OKKO HOTEL | France



HOLIDAY INN | Frakkfurt, Germany



HOLIDAY INN | Frakkfurt, Germany



Patrick Norguet

Gran Kobi

Patrick Norguet designs a lounge chair, very
refined and with maximum comfort. The curvy 
but also smooth and simple geometry 

represents the natural evolution of kobi. A most 
versatile seat, perfect for a relaxing break. 

Ideal for use in domestic lounges and public 
waiting rooms, or even in informal office 
contexts, gran kobi is conducive to a relaxed 

attitude and guarantees maximum comfort.



GRAN KOBI

GRAN KOBI ESSENTIEL



SCOTT SPORTS | Friburgo, Switzerland



PearsonLloyd

Slim 

Collection

The British design consultancy PearsonLloyd,
consisting of two successful designers known 

for their extremely elegant trait, have signed 
the slim seating collection for Alias. Finely 
drawn and sleek lines, slender profiles and 

padding with soft extended edges which, on 
the back and lower elements, link up with the 

backrest presented in various materials: these
are the characterizing elements of the entire 
collection. Luke Pearson and Tom Lloyd have 

therefore designed a highly contemporary 
collection, defined by elements of extreme 

formal lightness and elevated comfort, with the 
intent to offer architects an ideal and versatile 
project to satisfy all requirements, no matter

how specific.



SLIM CONFERENCE MEDIUM \ HIGH

SLIM LOUNGE SLIM LOUNGE LOW SLIM POUF

SLIM COLLECTION



SLIM CONFERENCE MEDIUM

SLIM CONFERENCE HIGH

SCOTT SPORTS | Friburgo, Switzerland



SCOTT SPORTS | Friburgo, Switzerland



SLIM LOUNGE HIGH

SLIM LOUNGE LOW | SLIM POUF



PearsonLloyd

Slim chair

The slim collection of seats designed by British duo 
PearsonLloyd acquires a new family: slim chair. 
Essential and ergonomically designed, the new 

creation interprets most effectively the theme of the 
quintessential contemporary seat and is the 

company’s first polypropylene seat, produced with a 
view to rounding off the Alias product line while 
continuing to give undivided attention to design. Slim 

chair is a family born of the search for a universal 
and flexible seat that can blend with ease into 

different environments, from the office to the 
contract sector, and even private dwellings. The 
shell is made with a mould that ensures high 

structural strength combined with thickness values 
reduced to the very minimum, and requires a 

minimal percentage of glass fibre reinforcement, 
making for optimal surface quality.



SLIM CHAIR

4 legs structure 
in oak solid wood and frame in stove enamelled steel

4 legs structure with arms 
in stove enamelled or chromed steel (stackable)

4 legs structure 
in stove enamelled or chromed steel (stackable)

Sledge structure 
in stove enamelled or chromed steel (stackable)

Sledge structure with arms 
in stove enamelled or chromed steel

Shell 
in monochromatic polypropylene



SCOTT SPORTS | Friburgo, Switzerland



Alfredo Häberli

Taormina

Enna

Tindari

Developed from the concept of segesta,
selinunte and erice, are the padded chairs

taormina, tindari and enna. A salient trait of
this collection is the padded shell made of

technopolymer mated to flexible polyurethane 
foam, which gives softness and comfort to the 
seats featuring fully removable covers. The 

shells wrap-around for taormina, refined and 
discreet for tindari and enna - are supported by 

different structures.



TAORMINA COLLECTION

4 legs structure 
in oak solid wood and frame in stove enamelled steel

Height adjustable 5-star swivel structure 
in stove enamelled or chromed steel

Self adjusting swivel structure 
in stove enamelled or chromed steel

Sledge structure 
in stove enamelled or chromed steel

4 star-base structure 
in stove enamelled or chromed steel

Shell seat and back in solid plastic material 
padded with CFC free expanded polyurethane 
foam, removable cover in fabric, synthetic-leather 

or in leather.

4 legs structure 
in stove enamelled or chromed steel

TINDARI TAORMINA ENNA



SANSIBAR | Dusseldorf, GermanyTAORMINA



THE CLUB HOUSE | London, UK



Sorell Hotel Zürichberg | Zürich, Switzerland



ENNA TINDARI



Alberto Meda

Biplane

A strong grasp of form and composition has
given life to a collection of tables characterised 
by great flexibility in terms of shape, size and 

range of uses. The project derives from the 
idea of creating a broad and differentiated 

range of designs. The legs in die-cast 
aluminium are fixed both to a central base and 
to the table top forming a solid structure. The 

number of legs may vary as a function of the 
dimensions of the top, available in different 

shapes and finishes.



BIPLANE



SCOTT SPORTS | Friburgo, Switzerland



BIPLANE HIGH SCOTT SPORTS | Friburgo, Switzerland



Alberto Meda

Frametable

Perfect for any interior space or any kind of
building, whether public or private, historical or 
modern, the tables of the frame collection 

feature essential design and great formal 
ightness. 

Available in the fixed and folding version, with 
a bearing structure in die-cast aluminium and 
rectangular or oval tops in

different sizes.



FRAMETABLE

TOPS

160 160x80 cm*

190 190x95 cm*

240 240x105 cm

295XL 295x120 cm
*also available in the folding version, with folding structure

STRUCTURE

190 190x95 cm**

240 240x105 cm**

295XL 295x120 cm
** also available in the dining version, which allows to sit at 

the head of the table

380 380x105 cm 

480 480x120 cm

*Frametable folding 495

Folding table with structure made 

of  die-cast aluminium elements, 

with stov e enamelled or polished 

f inish. 

Frametable 496
Top available in alveolar aluminium edged with polycarbonate sheet 

laminate,  or glass (extra light tempered glass or sandwich)

Frametable 496
Top available in alveolar aluminium edged with solid wood, 

venereed, or glass (extra light tempered glass or 

sandwich), 

or stratified Marble

Frametable 499
Top available in glass (extra light tempered glass or sandwich)

Structure suitable f or 295XL tops Structure suitable f or f rametable 499Structure suitable f or 160-190 -240 tops



FRAMETABLE



SCOTT SPORTS | Friburgo, Switzerland





PearsonLloyd

Eleven 

High Back

The eleven sofa collection designed by the 
British duo PearsonLloyd is seeing an 

extension thanks to a new version which 
naturally completes the collection. 
The new high back version is available

as the armchair and as two or three-seater 
sofas and it features side and rear panels fixed 

to the aluminium legs creating a protected area 
for privacy, ideal for working areas.



ELEVEN HIGH BACK ELEVEN HIGH BACK WORK



Nendo

Okome contract

From the collaboration with Japanese studio
Nendo comes okome, a family of seats and
backs characterised by soft, rounded forms

that bring to mind the natural shapes of
pebbles smoothed by water. By combining the 

different elements together and securing them 
with a sophisticated hooking system, Alias 
obtains nine different configurations, specially 

designed to meet specific needs of the office 
and the home.



OKOME



Ludovica + Roberto Palomba

Aluzen | Aluzen soft

AluZen. A snug furnishing solution designed for 
thinking, reflecting and meditating. An authentic 
project signed by Ludovica + Roberto Palomba 

design firm for Alias, which puts people at the centre 
of its research and becomes a proper island on which 

to enjoy moments of relaxation. 
AluZenand AluZen soft comprises various elements 
(corner, chaise longue, pouf) which, when combined, 

allow for an infinite number of different configurations. 
A series of suspended accessories, interconnected 

with the structure of the sofa, are the precious details 
enabling a greater personalization of the composition. 
Coordinated with the system, there is a range of 

practical coffee tables with marble or laminate tops, 
characterized by the same structure as the sofa. 



ALUZEN ALUZEN SOFT



SCOTT SPORTS | Friburgo, Switzerland



Alfredo Häberli

Time

The ancient craft of origami, the art that 
transforms paper intoca variety of shapes by 
folding and sculpting it, provided the

inspiration for Time, the armchair designed by 
Alfredo Häberli for Alias. The basic principle of 

this project, in fact, is the transformation of a 
simple twodimensional sheet into a 
threedimensional shell.

Time was born of the gesture that the designer 
makes in giving shape to a shell characterised 

by great stylistic balance and unique 
ergonomic characteristics. 
The die-cutting process performed on the 

sheet, which consists of a sandwich of wood 
and composites, enables the parts to be fitted 

together seamlessly, and creates a highly 
ergonomic, enveloping design.





Atelier Oï

E la nave va

Atelier Oï joins the team of Alias designers with 
their sofa “e la nave va” (literally, “and the ship 
sails on”). The structure of the sofa uses a 

system of visible slats inspired from the 
construction of wooden boat hulls: elastic ribs 

support the cushions and are secured to two 
wooden rails suspended on stylish aluminium 
feet. Shapes are reduced to their very 

essence, putting the accent on the materials, 
which take on great stylistic significance.

The construction principle of “e la nave va”, 
based on the multiplication of an element, finds 
expression in a graphic design which is

concretised in a sofa and an armchair.





Dante Bonuccelli

Aline

Aline. Linear, light, and rigorously elegant, this 
bookcase can be used to create a subtle 
partition for home or office environments. 

Designed for Alias by Dante Bonuccelli, an 
architect and designer of Argentine origin, who 

conceived a slim and very clean-cut structure. 
Made from extruded stove-enamelled aluminium 
in neutral shades of white, graphite grey or 

textured metallic grey, which gives the books 
the possibility to furnish the space.



ALINE



ALINE



THANK YOU!


